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The way to your KVM application

Let's go
Start with step 1




IN FOCUS

[image: And KVM feels right]

Redefined workflows.

Feels right.

The new models of our popular PersonalWorkplace-Controller impress with higher resolutions, even more flexibility in image output and allow you to individually arrange and operate multiple sources.



EXPLORE MORE

[image: A man sits in front of a monitor and works on various sources arranged in windows. ]
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ControlCenter-Xperience.  

Feels right.
Experience KVM like never before. Join us on an interactive tour of intelligent control options and sophisticated switch concepts. The personal interaction and guidance provided by our G&D experts and our 360-degree product experience are guaranteed to inspire.

SCHEDULE DEMO
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The new VisionXS series. 

Feels right.
Small housing, great performance. Discover unlimited possibilities with VisionXS - G&D's new high-performance KVM extender. Now available in compact housing.

EXPLORE MORE
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Bluedec™ video compression. 

Feels right.
The term consists of the words blue – a reference to our corporate color – and codec, and refers to a multi-stage compression logic. This compression method ensures that even compressed data is transmitted loss-free and pixel-perfect.

EXPLORE MORE!
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You don't always see G&D's products and solutions right away.
 But they are important elements and they work. Always! You can rely on G&D for quality that you can feel.

FEELS RIGHT.
When working in a control room.
EXPLORE MORE


Feels Right
On the North Sea
EXPLORE MORE




INSIDE G&D

01
KVM solutions by G&D

[image: KVM extenders]
KVM extenders
Operate a computer from a workstation up to 10,000 meters away. Using KVM extenders makes your workstation more ergonomic and increase the security of your IT infrastructure.
Filter products
To the overview



[image: KVM switches]
KVM switches
KVM switches from G&D improve the efficiency and ergonomics of your workstation. Operate multiple computers using just one mouse, one keyboard, and up to four monitors. 
Filter products
To the overview



[image: KVM matrix switches]
KVM matrix switches
KVM matrix systems make it easy for you to operate complex IT infrastructures by being able to access many computers from many workstations.
Filter products
To the overview



[image: Video processing]
Video processing
Our video processing solutions enable the flexible organization and operation of your video inputs on one or more displays. Create your workplace or video wall as unique as your application.
Filter products
To the overview



Product highlights
Integrate modern sources with USB Type-C into your KVM installation with the new VisionXS computer modules
[image: Two VisionXS modules]The new VisionXS and VisionXS-IP variants transmit DisplayPort1.2 signals in alt mode and enable a maximum resolution of up to 4096 x 2160 @ 60 Hz. G&D's proven lossless compression bluedec™, enables authentic, pixel-perfect video experiences. In addition to the video signal and the keyboard and mouse signals, the computer module transmits embedded stereo audio as well as optional USB classes HID and mass storage, all conveniently via one interface.
To the product


One monitor to fit all. New multiviewing tool combines flexibility and usability 
[image: undefined]The PersonalWorkplace-Controller combines the best of multiviewing and KVM: Multiple sources can be displayed, arranged and operated on one monitor or video wall. In this way, users can design their own individual workstations and operate them with just a mouse and a keyboard.
To the product


VisionXS-IP. 

Small Housing, Great Performance.
[image: undefined]The KVM-over-IP extenders of the VisionXS-IP-DP-UHR series extend high-resolution 4K video signals at 60 Hz over IP-based networks on layer 3 (1Gbit/s up to 10Gbit/s). 

The space available (especially in the rack) can be optimally used thanks to the considerably lower space requirement and the appropriate mounting solutions.

The system processes DisplayPort 1.2 image data pixel-perfectly and with very good hand-eye coordination.
To the product


MultiPower-12-HP. 

Central power source of your HighPower devices.
[image: undefined]The MultiPower-12-HP serves as the central power source of G&D devices that require an external power pack (12V). You can connect up to twelve 12V devices to the MultiPower-12-NT (12 output interfaces supply G&D devices with 12V and max. 1.2A – depends on the devices; with port configuration, you can connect up to six G&D devices with 12V and max. 2.4A (high power)).
To the product


DP1.2-MUX3-ATC.

KVM-Switch with instant switching technology.
[image: undefined]The KVM switch DP1.2-MUX3-ATC lets you operate up to three computers with DisplayPort 1.2 via one console. Thanks to the newly developed instant switching technology, the switching process between computers is done in real time.
To the product


ControlCenter-IP-XS.

The compact and smaller version of the ControlCenter-IP. 
[image: undefined]The ControlCenter-IP-XS lets you benefit from matrix functions in standard IP-based networks. It is the basic KVM-over-IP solution for smaller installations.
To the product


ControlCenter-IP. Innovation on the highest level
[image: undefined]In addition to the point-to-point connection of IP extender systems, the user-friendly and flexible  ControlCenter-IP lets you switch all connected computer and console modules. G&D has taken the features of the ControlCenter series and integrated them into the KVM-over-IP™ matrix.
To the product


RemoteAccess-GATE. Access your KVM systems over IP at any time and from anywhere
[image: undefined]As a stand-alone device, the RemoteAccess-GATE connects the two worlds of KVM and network. In this context, "GATE" stand for "Global Access to Enterprise" and therefore for worldwide access to your KVM systems. The RemoteAccess-GATE opens up completely new ways for remote operation from remote locations, and also improves the ways of providing IT support and collaboration between employees.
To the product
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G&D protects lives and businesses
 With G&D, you can operate your systems safely, quickly, and in high quality over long distances. People working in control rooms can rely on G&D.


Air Traffic Control




Broadcast, Media & ITC




Industrial Automation




Crisis Centers/Critical Control Rooms




Ship, Harbor & Offshore




Energy, Supply and Disposal Companies




Oil & Gas




Planners & Integrators





To the overview



With KVM switches, KVM extenders and analog and digital matrix systems,
 G&D provides security- and business-relevant solutions that protect lives and businesses.

KVM STORIES
CASE STUDIES


[image: undefined]OOC in Stavanger
A Christmas surprise

[image: Aircraft taking off]HungaroControl
Full view from afar – a new generation of flight operations

[image: undefined]Sky Sport HQ
1:0 for KVM – with great passion for sports and cutting-edge technology

[image: undefined]Shenzhen Power Supply Bureau
Power for China's green Tech Megacity


To the overview

G&D Campus – feels like getting smarter.
 Find everything you need to know about KVM technology, our products, product training, the latest events and simply a whole lot of knowledge.
Glossary

Collection of technical terms and explanations.
To the glossary
Events

Events
To all events
FAQ

Questions and answers
To the Faq's
Media center

Videos from the world of KVM
To the Media library
Training

KVM trainings by our experts
Overview
Know-How

Knowledge on various topics
To the downloads


G&D Contact
The best way to talk about complex topics is in person. Via chat, e-mail, phone or in a personal demo
 remote or on-site.
[image: Subscribe to our &shy;newsletter]Subscribe to our newsletter
[image: Book a demo in the ControlCenter-Xperience]Book a demo in the ControlCenter-Xperience
[image: Contact us for your individual request]Contact us for your individual request
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Guntermann & Drunck GmbH
Obere Leimbach 9
57074 Siegen
Germany
E-Mail

G&D North America Inc.
4540 Kendrick Plaza Drive
Suite 100
Houston, Texas 77032
E-Mail



Your G&D Support We are
here for you - personally
and competently
Support overview
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